Gangster of Love

a documentary feature by Nebojša Slijepčević / www.gangsteroflovefilm.com
Matchmaker Nediljko Babic, also known as “Gangster”, helps a Bulgarian single mother find a new husband
in Croatia. But a series of comically disastrous dates discloses the true nature of conservative Croatian men:
they would rather die alone than marry a foreigner with a child.
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Synopsis
The story takes place in the mountain Balkan region on
the historical border of Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and
Ottoman Empire (today’s border between Croatia and
Bosnia and Herzegovina).
GANGSTER OF LOVE is a documentary comedy, which
pinpoints some serious social issues.
Twenty-five years ago Nedjeljko Babic left his job as a
carpenter to start his God-given career: matching lonely
men and women. He became famous very fast, thanks to
his skill, but also his nickname – Gangster. He got it solely
thanks to his image: he always wears sunglasses.
His whole life Gangster helps men and women from his
mountain region to find a soul mate. But lately his job
is more difficult than ever - women do not want to live
in villages anymore. In recent years Gangster’s clients
are mostly uneducated middle-aged men, seemingly
desperate to find a life partner. But story of our film
unmasks the real complexity of their problem.
When Maya (33), young and pretty Bulgarian girl, comes
to Gangster looking for a new husband, it seems that
it will be an easy case for him. But the fact that she
is a single mother, and a foreigner, makes it a mission
impossible for Gangster - it seems that Croatian guys, no
matter how desperate they are to find a woman, does not
want a Bulgarian with a child. Her case discloses all the
tragic absurdity of the traditional men in modern society:
although they are lonely and desperate to find a woman,
their stubborn conservatism prevents them in adopting
different.
Marin (45) is typical of the kind. He is good-looking and
smart, but passive and unable to overcome oppression
of his community. He likes Maya, but he does not dare to
admit it.
We also follow Gangster’s dealing with Peter (42), German
guy whose father is Croat from Gangster’s village. Peter
is disappointed in western women; he thinks that they
enjoy too much sexual freedom, so he comes to his father’s
native land in search of more traditional women.
These three characters form one story and paint a big
picture of a contradictory and troublesome relationship
between men and women in a world torn between
traditional and modern.

Director’s Statement
Intent of GANGSTER OF LOVE is to question the role of marriage in the 21st century.
In Europe the institution of marriage is weaker than ever. Nobody gets married with a plan to get divorced.
However, most of marriages in Europe end long before “death does them apart”. That means only two things
– we have wrong expectations from marriage; and the marriage does not deliver the new value. For most of
us it just does not work anymore. However, people still get married. Probably because we have not invented
anything better yet.
Gangster is the perfect character for this topic. His life mission is to produce successful marriages. He has
dedicated his life to matching people. As he says him-self, “I am studying men and women my whole life”. His
method is completely unscientific, but, thanks to his wit and intelligence, his insights are often very deep, and
always funny.
He spent his career in Imotska Krajina. It is very Catholic part of Europe, and marriage is very important for
people there. To be divorced is shameful; to be single is even worse. People there hanged to old traditions as
long as they could, but history finally caught up with them – with vengeance. In only one-generation history
jumped from nineteenth century to 21st. That makes Imotska Krajina the perfect place to tell this story, and
Gangster the perfect character to tell it.
This story will pass over to the audience throughout the world – no matter how distant Imotska Krajina must
feel to them. Love is a universal topic. And some-times, watching people that we think are very different from
us, and noticing that they share the same problem with us, gives us not only better understanding of the
world – it gives us better understanding of ourselves.
Nebojša Slijepčević

About
Director
Nebojša Slijepčević was born in 1973 in Zagreb,
Croatia. In 2005 he graduated with Film Directing
from the Academy of Drama and Art, also in Zagreb.
He directed numerous TV documentaries and series
(Direkt, City Folk...), but also creative and author
driven documentaries (Real Man’s Film, In 4 Years, Of
Cows and People) for which he received awards from
various festivals (Golden Beggar Award at IFOLT in
Slovakia, Audience Award at Zagreb Dox, EDN talent
grant at Sarajevo FF, Human rights award at Sarajevo
FF, Best director at Verona FF…).
Nebojša is also the author of a short animated film
Dog / Rabbit, short fiction film Boxed and short
fiction Slap in the Face, which is part of the fiction
omnibus Zagreb Stories.
Nebojša has recently finished his first international
co-production, a feature documentary Gangster
of Love, coproduced by Restart (Croatia), ZDF/
ARTE, Kloos & Co. (Germany) and Subcultura Films
(Romania). Film had national premiere as opening
film of Zagreb Dox 2013 and won audience award
for the best film. International premiere was at Hot
Docs Canada and European premiere at documentary
competition of Karlovy Vary 2013.
Nebojsa is one of the main tutors at regular
documentary workshops held by RESTART, an

organization that is aimed at young authors. This
year Nebojsa is teaching at his most ambitious
project so far: a four month long school of
documentary film, aimed at people of all ages who
want to direct their first documentary.
Before he started his career as a director, Nebojsa
was learning the job by doing whatever they let him
to do, on various international and local productions.
He worked as the 1st and 2nd AD on various fiction
films and TV commercials.
His first job with camera was in the early ‘90s,
during the ex-Yugoslavian war. He was working as
a videographer for a NGO working with refugees
and displaced people. He was part of the crew
that documented the life in refugee camps. At
that time he was studying psychology, but after
that experience he got infected by filmmaking and
switched to the film school.
Nebojsa ‘s secret passion is photography. He has a
small, but powerful collection of analog and digital
cameras and lenses. He has a special affection for
his first camera, the rudimentary Russian SMENA
SYMBOL.
Nebojsa is living and working in Zagreb, Croatia.

Film Reviews
“Nebojša Sljepčević’s latest feature film is a brilliant work, one of those films which have the potential to
become a documentary hit in domestic cinemas, not only for the audience of ‘’Sonja and the Bull’’ and ‘’The
Priest’s Children’’, but also for the world festivals which will surely welcome such good and entertaining
combination of Croatian rural exotic and sincere feelings.” Velimir Grgić at www.tportal.hr
“Gangster of Love” is a delightful and provoking comedy fraught with social commentary about the pitfalls of
modern romance in an old world culture. “ Lynne Crocker, Hot Docs selector
“The film’s light, almost comedic tone puts it in the crowdpleaser category, but in its essence, it is a serious
exploration of mentality, social issues and nature of relationships, particularly from the men’s perspective.”
“Gangster is a captivating character, and Slijepčević clearly has a talent to sniff out the right protagonists for
a documentary. This is also evident in the choice of Maya as a contrast to all the would-be grooms featured
in the film. And this is just a surface of an impressively thorough study of not only the Balkan men from
rural parts, but of nature of relationships and expectations in today’s world. The fact that film registers as a
comedy rather than a psychological drama is a huge plus for its potential distribution.” Vladan Petković
“Gangster of Love explores serious issues with light approach” at www.cineuropa.org
“A world class film. Watching it puts a broad smile on your face, but vivacity and humour are just a cover
under which you can see barely hidden human dramas in a patriarchal society stifled by various fears of The
Other and of all who are different.’’ Maja Hrgović in Novi List
“Gangster of Love is populated by vivid characters and Imotski region is portrayed incomparably more
impressive than in the film ‘’Sonja and the Bull’’. It is discretely amusing, but also disturbing.” Nenad Polimac
in Jutarnji List
“Some episodes are funny, some are warm and emotional, but film never loses the rhythm. In the episode
with Peter and his father - an old seducer – shots exchange in furious rhythm, then they slow down in poetic
sequences with Maya, only to come to almost complete halt in story about Marin. It is the author himself
taking time to solve Marin’s mystery – the loner afraid to lose his loneliness.” Igor Tretinjak at
www.tportal.hr
“By watching many strands in the film as well as talking to him after the film, I found the Croatian director to
be very capable and thoughtful.”
“Intelligently put at different junctions in the film are signs of the reactionary elements that are now
prevalent in Croatia: bands of old ladies singing patriotic-religious anti-communist songs are a highlight.”
Arash Azizi, alternatedream.com
“The film definitely gives you a lot to think about, especially in terms of relationships, our own self
perceptions and the encompassing idea of love. Gangster is bold and unapologetic and the director includes
a lot of thoughtful dialogue from him. The melancholy feel of the overall film though never seemed to let up,
even with the fleeting comedic moments.” Melissa Arditti, http://www.windsorsquare.ca
“Gangster of Love is an amusing portrait of an unusual businessman (after you have filled in his
questionnaire, he will try to sell you his CD with love songs) and a fascinating overview of Croatian customs.”
Claudia Hebert, Blog CineTFO

